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What is Minesweeper Midi Gems?

Minesweeper Midi Gems is the first and
only collection that consists of
unprecedentedly rare Minesweeper game
outcomes and offers a new way for the
Minesweeper admirers to discover the
beauty of the game results as a work of art.

What is special about Minesweeper Midi Gems?

The collection is made of screenshots of real Minesweeper
intermediate level one-click wins with mines distributed
symmetrically.

Have you drawn your collection?

Our NFTs are not drawings. These are the screenshots of real
Minesweeper intermediate level one-click wins with mines
distributed symmetrically.

Minesweeper Midi Gems collection contains all possible variants
of these rarest game outcomes and for the first time in NFT history,
the collection is naturally (!) limited in size.

Millions of Minesweeper players
know that a one-click win is a unique
case. Together with symmetrically
distributed mines it literally turns
into a once-in-a-lifetime event. The
chances to see such a game result
are 305 in a tredecillion – finding a
needle in a haystack is 10^33 times
easier! Check out the calculations
here

https://www.crazyprofessor.site/img/images/You_Want_Me_to_Show_You_My_Math.pdf


Just 344 tokens. For the first time in NFT history, the Minesweeper
Midi Gems collection is naturally limited in size.

What is the collection size?

of the collection goes to the team20%

15%

65% will go on sale

will be given free mint

What is the network?

Ethereum.

What is the mint date? 

It will be determined later. Join us on Discord and Twitter and follow

the news!

What is the mint price?

0.25 ETH 

Contract Information

We’ve got the safest and the most reliable smart contract - ERC721a.

Mint will take place on our website https://www.crazyprofessor.site

We will take a 2.5% royalty on NFTs reselling.

https://discord.com/invite/jVemrqDWqr
https://twitter.com/CrazyProf_NFTs
https://www.crazyprofessor.site/


What is there after mint?

Join our Discord and Twitter and take part in our promos and

giveaways.

How to get whitelisted?

Apart from owning a pure rarity, the collection holders enjoy the

following privileges:

Cash raffles, one lot equals 0.25 ETH.

Chance to get two tickets to the World Video Game Hall
of Fame in Rochester, NY (or their cash equivalent).
The travel costs will be covered.

Free access and special discount in Crazy Professor’s second
project - Largest Primes Store (for more information see
“What’s next?” section).

Largest Primes Store

The emergence of the new prime numbers is a

very labor-intensive and rare case - the latest

largest prime number was discovered in 2018.

What’s next?

Largest Primes Store is the shop where the largest primes NFTs will

be sold. The larger the prime number is the rarer the NFT is. The

shop provides a genuinely unique opportunity for buying the largest

primes for yourself! Thanks to its natural rarity, this can be both a

gift to someone and an investment.

Crazy Professor Studios is now working with the largest prime

numbers to turn them into ingenious math objects. The number of

NFTs made of these objects will also be naturally limited as the

number of discovered largest primes.

https://discord.com/invite/jVemrqDWqr
https://twitter.com/CrazyProf_NFTs


Crazy Professor Studios is a team of math geeks who love art.

Unlike other NFT projects, we have got our own scientific advisor

who is a real scientist with Erdős number equal to 3. This number is

a median value for Fields medalists, which is superior to 91% of the

world’s mathematicians.

We see our mission in dissecting the simple elegance of math and

transferring it to the world of contemporary art. New approaches to

showing the beauty of numbers and symmetry experiments make

our Minesweeper Midi Gems and upcoming collections very special.

Team

Who is Crazy Professor?

Being a real scientist, one of the co-founders 

of the project has become a prototype for 

Crazy Professor who often comes up with

offbeat ideas, symmetry experiments, and new 

approaches.  
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